Azure Stack Deployment
Needing expert help deploying Azure Stack?
Ensuring Azure Stack delivers value to your business is much bigger than
just hardware installation. Challenges like optimal configuration, integration
with your operational framework, and staff readiness are key areas you need
to think about. As Azure Stack experts, we can help you address these.

The Azure Stack Deployment solution helps you maximise your
investment by providing best practice configuration, expert advice on
how to operate Microsoft Azure Stack (MAS) efficiently, and deep
knowledge transfer to your staff.

What you get
◼

Best practice configured
Azure Stack environment
on your chosen vendor’s
hardware.

◼

Expert advice on how to
operate Azure Stack.

◼

Interactive workshop
covering applications,
infrastructure and ops.

We can also provide MAS as
a managed service.

Configure

Operate

◼ Applications – we
help validate that
planned business
apps align with the
rapidly growing MAS
feature set.

◼ Administration –
your staff will learn
how to best
administer MAS eg
plans, offers, resource
providers, and
subscriptions.

◼ Infrastructure – we
help configure your
infrastructure, taking
into account known
MAS constraints and
roadmap.

◼ Multiple vendors –
we work with your
chosen MAS
hardware vendors
such as Cisco, Dell
EMC, Fujitsu, HPE
and Lenovo.

◼ Automation –
leverage resource
templates and
scripting to maximise
automation.
◼ Backup & DR – learn
the secrets of MAS
backup and DR.
◼ Monitoring – work
with on-premises and
cloud tools.
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Educate
◼ Customised – our
workshops are
tailored to your
needs, ensuring
staff ramp up fast.

◼ Pitfalls – we
explain common
pitfalls with MAS,
saving you time
and money.
◼ Expert level – our
consultants are
MAS experts,
providing deep
knowledge transfer
to your staff.

Why Vigilant.IT?
◼ Vigilant.IT are Azure Stack
experts, being a lead
partner in the early
adopter program, and with
ongoing connections to
the product group.
◼ Qualified Azure Stack
cloud operators and
Microsoft MVPs (Most
Valued Professionals).

◼ Multiple Microsoft Gold
cloud competencies and
product testing experience
with Microsoft.

